Understanding Natural Language the way native speakers do

The problem

http://natural.do

For years traditional approaches to Natural Language Processing (NLP) relied
on keyword occurrences, underestimating the need for specific target-languageoriented syntax and grammar to understand real texts
Can a computer tell what is a real fact and what is not a real fact?
several presentations for the same person (identity matching)

A Mauricio Macri le gusta que el servicio de Telefónica haya mejorado.
Le gusta que el servicio de Telefónica no haya mejorado.
No le gusta que el servicio de Telefónica haya mejorado.

No es verdad que Telefónica haya mejorado.
El Ing. Macri exige que el servicio de Telefónica mejore.
El presidente Macri espera que el servicio de Telefónica mejore.
Él preguntó si Telefónica mejoró el servicio de la empresa Movistar.
Telefónica mejoró el servicio de la empresa Movistar.
Desmintieron el rumor que había sido difundido por el ingeniero Macri acerca de
que Telefónica mejoró el servicio de la empresa Movistar.

Our solution: SentiLecto
Understanding Natural Language the way native speakers do… http://natural.do
SentiLecto is our NLU engine for Spanish and Portuguese. This Natural
Language Understanding (NLU) solution yields a highly fine-grained
representation for the texts. SentiLecto leans on outstanding linguistic features
such as: passive/active voice transformation, negation scope, anaphora
resolution and co-reference chains, ellipsis, modality treatment, semantic
features and accurate verbal frames for all verbs, even with 'se-impersonal'
usages.
It can recognize and classify named-entities (NERC) such as Places,
Organizations and Persons with identity matching. Also, SentiLecto can
identify whether or not an utterance is a real fact (fact mining), normalizing
facts through deep understanding of syntax and semantics.
Finally, SentiLecto better represents the premise whereby the entities involved
are syntactically mapped onto SVO (subject-verb-object) slots for their
differential sentiment analysis: 'Mary hates John' (two entities but only the direct
object has a negative presentation) vs. 'Mary defames John' (the same two
entities but only the subject has negative presentation).
on-line demo: http://dev.natural.do/sentilecto
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What can our NLU technology be potentially used for?
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A billionaire market is eagerly waiting for powerful NLU frameworks…
 Virtual assistants (question & answer systems)
 Buzz monitoring on social media (sentiment analysis)

 Machine Translation (grammar representation)
 Customization of digital contents (verticals and geolocations)

What do we actually use our NLU technology for?

 Media monitoring (understanding news)
 Visual Insights for big data based on text datasets
 Summarization and Topic Detection
 Natural Language Generation (NLG) (for SEO & SEM campaigns)

How does our NLG architecture work?
http://natural.do

SentiLecto understands, rewrite and merge news all over the world to generate
quality posts in specific verticals.
Fine-grained relationships between news covering the same facts and powerful
linguistic transformations allow SentiLecto to generate quality posts more
informative than the very sources they are based on, as it can identify and merge
missing facts or even come up with racconto stories from the scratch.

SentiLecto is being used to automatically generate this blog
http://entretenimientobit.com with more than 300 quality posts (including images)
from 150 feeds on a daily basis.

How does our NLG architecture work?
Showcase http://entretenimientobit.com
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Some metrics:

Our injection of digital contents increased organic traffic at our customers upto 80%
from the first month
We have 35.000 unique visitors monthly at our own blog http://entretenimientobit.com
Our blog has immediate indexation by Google, where our average position is 15 at
Google Search Console
Human readers and journalism agencies quote our posts
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We are far ahead from our competitors in Spanish & Portuguese

English has been traditionally the target language form NLP frameworks.
Thus the opportunity windows there was small and crowded.

Companies owning decent NLP solutions for English thouht they could just
translate their lexical resources into other languages. It doesn’t work like
that. Spanish & Portuguese have more challenging grammars than English
and so specific grammar resources were needed.
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